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Abstract
We suggest an algebraic approach to proof-theoretic analysis based on the notion of graded
provability algebra, that is, Lindenbaum boolean algebra of a theory enriched by additional
operators which allow for the structure to capture proof-theoretic (syntax-sensitive) information.
We use this method to analyze Peano arithmetic and show how an ordinal notation system up
to 0 can be recovered from the corresponding algebra in a canonical way. This method also
establishes links between proof-theoretic ordinal analysis and the work which has been done
in the last two decades on provability logic and re5ection principles. Because of its abstract
algebraic nature, we hope that it will also be of interest for non-prooftheorists.
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1. Introduction
A well known and old problem in proof theory is the one of canonical or ‘natural’
ordinal notations (see [10,7,6] for a discussion and [13,15] for a general background
on ordinal analysis). Rather than being stated in a precise mathematical way, this
problem is of a conceptual nature. Historically, primitive recursive ordinal notation
systems were used to give consistency proofs for formal theories capturing signiAcant
parts of mathematics, such as Peano arithmetic or predicative analysis. Later it was
realized that it is the property of a description of an ordinal notation system rather
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than just of its ordinal that accounts for the possibility of a consistency proof: for any
sentence ’ one can artiAcially deAne a primitive recursive ordering of type ! such that
the corresponding induction schema implies consistency of ’. So, consistency proof
results yield meaningful ordinals only for speciAc ‘canonical’ ordinal notation systems.
A problem of similar nature appears in the program of classiAcation of (provably total)
computable functions by means of subrecursive hierarchies.
The picture becomes more stable for 11 proof-theoretic ordinals which make sense
for second- and higher-order systems: the notion of the proof-theoretic ordinal of a
theory is correctly deAned (e.g., as the supremum of order types of provably well-
founded primitive recursive ordering relations). Thus, ordinal analysis in complexity
11 stands on a rigorous basis. Still, there remains a question what it means to :nd the
proof-theoretic ordinal of a formal system? In what terms does it have to be speci:ed?
What does a primitive recursive description of this ordinal really tell us? This brings
us back to the problem of choice of a speciAc ordinal notation system out of many.
Summarizing, at present we lack general criteria which would separate ‘natural’ from
‘pathological’ ordinal notation systems. This leaves the fundament of ordinal analysis
(for logical complexities below 11) in an unsatisfactory state. It also makes proof-
theoretic results too much dependent on the details of syntax and contributes to the
much criticized lack of modularity of proof-theory [7].
The problem of canonical ordinal notations is sometimes formulated as the question
whether a natural ordinal classiAcation of all total computable functions exists. (A
proof-theoretic analog of this problem, the question of classifying arithmetical sentences
by hierarchies of iterated re5ection principles, was Arst considered by Turing in [19].
To the best of my knowledge, Turing’s was the Arst discussion of the problem of
canonical ordinal notations, though the appropriate terminology has been coined later.)
Whether such a global classiAcation exists is rather doubtful, at least at present there
is no evidence supporting a possible positive solution of this question. However, in
a signiAcant number of cases there do exist positive solutions of a restricted version
of this question—ordinal classiAcations of the classes of provably total computable
functions of particular (mathematically and foundationally meaningful) formal theories.
In this paper, we are concerned with the question of recovering an ordinal notation
system, not just an ordinal, from a given theory. Formal theories are often identiAed
with sets of formulas in a Arst-order language. However, this point of view is too
rough for our present goals: proof-theoretic ordinals are sensitive to the choice of
particular proof systems, in other words, to the information of intensional character.
The question arises, what kinds of data are relevant for a meaningful proof-theoretic
analysis. What is the most general concept of a formal theory, which would make it
possible to rigorously specify its canonical ordinal notation system?
To approach this question in a systematic way we pursue an algebraic view of proof
theory provided by provability algebras, that is, by Lindenbaum boolean algebras en-
riched by additional provability operators. Pure Lindenbaum algebras of all reasonable
theories are countable atomless boolean algebras. They are pairwise isomorphic 2 and
2 And even recursively isomorphic considered as numerated structures. This follows from Pour-El and
Kripke [14].
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therefore too poor to distinguish between, say, PA and ZF, let alone to capture proof-
theoretic ordinals. We show how to suitably enrich the expression power of these
structures.
We consider the test case of PA and come up with a well-behaved notion of graded
provability algebra. With this algebra a certain ordinal characteristic and the corre-
sponding ordinal notation system is associated in a canonical way. A proof-theoretic
analysis of PA, including Gentzen’s consistency proof by transAnite induction up to 0
and the analysis of provably total recursive functions, is then obtained in a quite simple
and abstract form. We return to the discussion of the general problem of recovering
an ordinal notation system from a formal theory in the last section of this paper.
2. Background concepts
One of our aims is to show that these algebraic methods naturally arise from tra-
ditional proof-theoretic questions. Therefore, we present more background information
than is technically necessary just for analyzing Peano arithmetic.
As our basic fragment of arithmetic we take elementary arithmetic EA. The precise
formulation of EA is not important, for deAniteness we specify the language of EA as
that of Peano arithmetic augmented by a symbol exp for the function 2x and a symbol
6. 0-formulas in the language of EA are those with all quantiAer occurrences bounded
by terms. n- and 	n-formulas are obtained from 0 by adding a quantiAer preAx in
the standard way. Axioms of EA consist of some minimal set of open deAning axioms
for all the symbols of the language and the induction schema for 0-formulas. Peano
arithmetic PA can be obtained from EA by adding the full induction schema. We shall
also use an extension of EA by an axiom stating that the superexponentiation function
exp(x)(x) is total, denoted EA+. EA and EA+ are Anitely axiomatizable fragments of
primitive recursive arithmetic PRA. For most of the paper the reader can use PRA
instead of EA or EA+ while suitably weakening the formulations of the results. EA
seems to be a natural lower bound for which our methods can work without substantial
changes.
2.1. Provably total computable functions
One of the central notions in proof theory is that of a provably total computable
function of a formal system. With a system T extending 3 EA we can associate the
class F(T ) of all functions f :Nk →N such that for some 	1-formula ’(x˜; y) there
holds:
(i) f(x˜)=y⇔N |=’(x˜; y);
(ii) T ∀x˜ ∃y’(x˜; y).
Thus, the mapping T →F(T ) sends sound (that is, true in the standard model N)
theories T to classes of number-theoretic functions. F(T ) is closed under composition
3 In this paper we only deal with extensions of EA in the same language.
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and, for T containing EA, also contains all elementary functions E. Also, note that
the class F(T ) only depends on the set of 2-consequences of T . Hence, if T
is 2-conservative over U , then F(T )⊆F(U ). We write T ⊆n U to denote n+1-
conservativity of T over U . T ≡n U means T ⊆n U and U ⊆n T .
The mapping F on 2-axiomatizable theories can be characterized in the following
way. Consider a true 2-sentence =∀x∃y’(x; y) with ’(x; y) a 0-formula. Let
f(x)= y:’(x; y) denote the witnessing function for . The following basic result
almost immediately follows from Herbrand’s theorem (cf. [1] for details).
Proposition 1. g ∈ F(EA + ) i; g can be obtained from elementary functions and
f by composition.
This induces a reducibility relation 6c on the set of all functions:
g6c f ⇔ g is obtained from E ∪ {f} by composition:
This reducibility can also be characterized in a more computational way as follows:
g6cf iM g is computable in elementary time using only boundedly many queries
to the oracle f. Boundedness means that the number of queries does not depend on
the input x˜ of the program for g(x˜). This makes 6c rather similar to the so-called
bounded truth-table reducibility in recursion theory. For the uses of 6c in afragments
of arithmetic see [2,4].
The transitive relation 6c induces a degree structure on the set of functions: f∼c g
iM f6cg and g6cf. Proposition 1 means that F(EA+ ) is precisely (the union of)
the set of degrees below deg(f). f is a function with a 0-graph and it is clear that
any function with an elementary (0) graph has the form f, for some ∈2, so we
can restrict our attention to 0-degrees.
Let us call a degree 0 if it is generated by a function with a 0-graph, and let D
be the set of all 0-degrees with the inherited ordering 6c. D forms a lattice, see L.
Kristiansen [11] for a recursion-theoretic study of D. It is known that on increasing
functions with 0-graph 6c coincides with “elementary in” reducibility, however this
fails without the condition of monotonicity.
2.2. Lindenbaum algebras
Let LT denote the Lindenbaum boolean algebra of T , that is, the set of all sentences
modulo provable equivalence in T . It provides an algebraic view of proof-theoretic
objects: schemata over T correspond to subsets of LT ; extralogical inference rules
correspond to operators acting on LT ; deductively closed sets of formulas, usually
called extensions of T , correspond to :lters of LT , that is, subsets of LT upward
closed w.r.t. 6 and closed under inf. (Ideals are deAned dually.) If U is an extension
of T , then LU can be identiAed with the corresponding factoralgebra of LT .
The mapping F induces an order-inversing function
Fˆ: {true 2-sentences} → D;
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which is correctly deAned on elements of LEA (by Proposition 1):
Fˆ:  → deg(f):
It establishes a good correspondence between recursion-theoretical and arithmetical ob-
jects in complexity 2: theories correspond to ideals in D, inference rules correspond
to subrecursive operators acting on D.
In general, formulas of higher arithmetical complexity need not correspond to single
elements of D. The situation is described in terms of lattices of ideals. Let Ideals(D)
denote the lattice of ideals of D. D is canonically embeddable into Ideals(D), identiAed
with the set of its own principal ideals. Principal ideal generated by a degree a, that
is, the set of all degrees below a, will be denoted (a). Let TrueFilters(LEA) denote
the set of all subAlters of the Alter of true sentences in LEA. Then Fˆ naturally lifts
to a mapping
Fˆ: TrueFilters(LEA)→ Ideals(D);
T →F(T )= ∼c
for any Alter T .
2.3. Jumps
There are several natural subrecursive operators acting on D. The most important
one is the jump operator ′, which sends
a ∈ D → a′ = deg(universal function for (a)):
Note that (a) is generated by a single function f over E. One can write out a primitive
recursion schema in f deAning the evaluation function evalf(e; x) for terms composed
of f and elementary functions (cf. [1]). Then for any f with a 0-graph, substituting
its deAnition in evalf, we can deAne
deg(f)′ = deg(evalf):
Let 0 be the degree of any elementary function. Then the principal ideals generated by
0, 0′, 0′′; : : : coincide with the classes E=E3, E4, E5; : : : of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy.
This follows from the old results of Kleene or, alternatively, can be considered as a
deAnition of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy.
The arithmetical counterpart of ′ acts on the whole of LEA and is known under
the name 1-consistency or uniform 2-re>ection principle. Let n-Con(T ) denote a
natural formula expressing that the theory T + Thn(N) is consistent. Note that for
elementarily presented theories T the formula n-Con(T ) is n+1 and can be formulated
using a truthdeAnition for n-sentences in EA. We assume that 0-Con(T )=Con(T ) is
the usual GQodel’s consistency assertion for T .
The n-consistency operator 〈n〉T :LT →LT is deAned by
deg(’) → 〈n〉T’ = deg(n-Con(T + ’));
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where ’ is any sentence. The following proposition shows that 〈1〉EA precisely corre-
sponds to ′ under the mapping Fˆ.
Proposition 2. For true  ∈ 2, Fˆ(〈1〉EA)= Fˆ()′ in LEA.
A proof of this proposition rests upon two separate observations. The Arst one is
quite general. If T is an elementarily presented theory, that is, if it comes together with
a 0-deAnable proof predicate, then this induces a natural indexing on the set of its
provably total computable functions. We call a pair 〈e; p〉 a T -index of a function f(x)
iM e codes a (Turing machine) program for f and p codes a T -proof of the totality
of e, that is, of the 2-formula ∀x ∃y ’e(x)=y, where ’e is the function computed
by a program e. (’e is usually formalized using Kleene’s T-predicate.) Let  T (q; x) be
the universal function associated with this indexing of F(T ), that is,  T (q; x) returns
y if q= 〈e; p〉 is a T -index and ’e(x)=y. Then the statement of totality of  T is EA-
equivalent to 1-Con(T ). In fact, it is almost literally the same formula. We conclude:
F(EA+ 1-Con(T )) is the set of functions c-reducible to  T .
Our second observation is that the T -indexing is equivalent to the GQodel numbering
of terms composed from f and elementary functions provided T is Anite and 2-
axiomatized. This follows from Proposition 1, which can be formalized in EA or EA+,
respectively, depending on the choice of a cut-free Gentzen-type or a standard Hilbert-
type proof system for T . Therefore, the totality of  T is EA
+-provably equivalent to
the totality of evalfT , where fT is the witnessing function for the axiom of T . Yet,
any of these two statements already implies the totality of superexponentiation function
(over EA). Hence, their equivalence is formalizable in EA irrespectively of the choice
of the proof-system and the result follows by Proposition 1.
2.4. Provability algebras and logics
The structure of Lindenbaum boolean algebra LT enriched by the operator 〈n〉T
is called the n-provability algebra of T and denoted MnT . We omit the subscript T
whenever the underlying theory is speciAed by the context. The dual operators [n]’=
¬〈n〉 ¬’ are called n-provability operators. 〈0〉 is usually denoted ♦, [0] is .
R. Magari [12] was the Arst to consider the structure M0T =(LT ; T ), which is now
known as Magari algebra of T .
Note that terms in the language of n-provability algebras can be identiAed with
propositional modal formulas, that is, the formulas built up from propositional variables
and  (truth) by boolean connectives and 〈n〉. Identities of MnT constitute the n-
provability logic of T , that is, the set of modal formulas provable in T under every
substitution of arithmetical sentences for propositional variables and the translation of
〈n〉 as 〈n〉T . Solovay’s theorem [18] characterizes the 0-provability logic of any sound
theory T . Later Boolos and SmoryTnski realized that n-provability algebras share the
same provability logic. 4
4 Strictly speaking, they considered diMerent n-provability operators, but the diMerence is not that essential
here.
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Axioms: (i) Boolean tautologies;
(ii) ♦(’∨  )→ (♦’∨♦ ); ¬♦¬;
(iii) ♦’→♦(’∧¬♦’).
Rules: modus ponens, ’→  ♦’→♦ .
This logic is usually named GL after GQodel and LQob, 5 and by Solovay’s theorem
we have
GL  ’(x˜)⇔M0T |= ∀x˜ (’(x˜) = )
for any modal formula/term ’(x˜). Note that LQob’s axiom (iii) generalizes GQodel’s
second incompleteness theorem.
GL has been thoroughly investigated: it is decidable, satisAes Craig’s interpolation
property, is sound and complete for the class of all transitive and conversely well-
founded Kripke frames. It enjoys Anite model property and a reasonable sequent-style
proof system for GL is also known. See Boolos [5] for additional information on GL
and Shavrukov [17] on Magari algebras.
2.5. Graded provability algebras
Mixing together diMerent n-provability operators proves to be more interesting, but
also more diUcult to study. The structure MT =(LT ; 〈0〉T ; 〈1〉T ; : : :) is called the
graded provability algebra of T .
Terms of the graded provability algebra correspond to propositional polymodal for-
mulas. The identities of MT constitute the system GLP (cf. [5]):
Axioms: (i) Axioms of GL for each operator 〈n〉;
(ii) 〈n〉’→〈m〉’, for m6n;
(iii) 〈m〉’→ [n]〈m〉’, for m¡n.
Rules: modus ponens, ’→   〈n〉’→〈n〉 .
This system was Arst shown to be sound and complete by Japaridze in [9] (using a
somewhat diMerent notion of n-provability). We have
GLP  ’(x˜)⇔MT |= ∀x˜(’(x˜) = )
for any sound theory T . Later Ignatiev [8] simpliAed his work and thoroughly investi-
gated the modal logical properties of GLP. By now we know that GLP is suUciently
well behaved: it is decidable, satisAes Craig’s interpolation property. Unfortunately, it
is not complete for any class of Kripke frames. Yet, it has a simple translation into a
system LN obtained from GLP by replacing axioms (ii) by the weaker principle
[m]’ → [n][m]’; for m6 n:
LN is already sound and complete for a nice class of (Anite) Kripke frames.
5 GL is usually formulated in terms of the dual modality . In our treatment the choice of ♦ seems to
be more natural. Curiously, as communicated by Visser, if ♦ is basic and is treated as an abbreviation,
the usual axioms of GL formulated in terms of do not suUce.
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2.6. Ordinal characteristic
A graded provability algebra MT and, in fact, any GLP-algebra M, can be associ-
ated in a natural way a certain ordinal characteristic, char(M). The term ‘characteristic’
hints at the analogy with the notions like characteristic of a Aeld.
char(M) is deAned as follows. First, consider the prime subalgebra P⊂M, that
is, the set of all elements of M generated from  by all functions of M: boolean
operations and 〈n〉, for all n. Elements of P can be identiAed with letterless formulas
in the language of GLP (modulo GLP-provable equivalence). Let P0 be the set of
all consistent elements of P, that is, we throw out the element ⊥ from P. For any
formulas ’;  ∈P0 we deAne
’ ¡0  ⇔ GLP   → ♦’:
Clearly, ¡0 is an irre5exive transitive relation (by GQodel’s theorem). Moreover, Ig-
natiev [8] proved that ¡0 is well-founded and the ordinal of P0 is 0. Thus, we
may call the characteristic of M the ordinal of the ordering ¡0 on P0. In this paper
we analyse ¡0 in some detail in order to establish direct links with proof-theoretic
ordinal notation systems. In fact, only a certain part of P0 will be needed for the
analysis of PA.
2.7. Reduction property
As mentioned above, already since Ignatiev’s work it has been known that the logic
GLP has a certain characteristic ‘ordinal’ equal to 0. This ordinal emerged from the
normal form of letterless formulas of GLP. However, at that time the specialists on
provability logic, including the author of the present paper, completely missed the
relationship with the traditional proof-theoretic ordinals. In hindsight I see two factors
that may have blurred our understanding of this relationship: on the one hand, the
predominant interpretation of n-provability was the n-fold application of !-rule above
PA, which was clearly out of the suitable range of proof-theoretic strength. On the other
hand, there was a missing link provided by the modern theory of iterated re5ection
principles (see [16,3]). The next proposition proved in [4, Theorem 2], presents a key
property of graded provability algebra of T which, however, cannot be stated just in
terms of its identities.
Note that MT bears some additional structure, namely a family of distinguished
subsets P0⊂P1⊂ · · ·⊆MT , which correspond to 1; 2; : : : (degrees of) sentences.
Obviously,
⋃
i¿0 Pi =M. We call this family the natural strati:cation of M; the
algebra MT taken together with its natural stratiAcation will also be called graded
provability algebra of T . (The presence of the stratiAcation is not a big deal, since
the sets Pi are ‘almost expressible’ in the language of the algebra. Namely, by the
so-called Goldfarb’s principle, an element ’ below 〈n〉 belongs to Pn iM ’= 〈n〉 
for some  .)
StratiAcation allows us to express the notion of n+1-conservative extension of
theories. Let U and V be Alters in M. We write U ⊆n V iM U ∩Pn⊆V . U ≡n V
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means U ⊆n V and V ⊆n U . The same notation is also applied to arbitrary sets of
elements of M and means the corresponding relation between :lters generated by
those sets.
Proposition 3. Assume T is a n+2-axiomatized theory containing EA. Then for all
’∈MT , the following holds in MT :
{〈n+ 1〉T’} ≡n {Qnk (’) : k ¡ !};
where
Qn0(’) = 〈n〉T’;
Qnk+1(’) = 〈n〉T (Qnk (’) ∧ ’):
Proof. Let T and ’ be given. In the formulation of Theorem 2 in [3] take U =T and
T =T + ’. Then the set of n+1-consequences of T + 〈n+ 1〉T’ can be described as
the closure of T under the rule
 
〈n〉T (’ ∧  ) where  ∈ n+1;
which generates the elements Qnk (’). The theory T + {Qnk (’) : k¡!} is also closed
under this rule by monotonicity of 〈n〉T .
Example: the formulas Qnk () are equivalent to 〈n〉 · · · 〈n〉 (k+1 times). Thus, one
corollary of the above proposition is that, under appropriate conditions, 1-consistency
of T is 1-conservative over its ! times iterated consistency assertion. For background
information and the uses of such results in fragments of PA see [3].
By Proposition 3, the Alter generated by all n+1-consequences of an element
〈n+1〉T’∈MT of complexity n+2 can be generated by speciAc n+1-elements Qnk (’).
A remarkable property of this relationship, which is made an essential use of be-
low, is that these elements are expressible in the language of graded provability al-
gebra MT . Not all the algebras satisfying GLP have this property: e.g., if we throw
away the operation 〈1〉 from the structure, the logic and the characteristic of the al-
gebra remain the same, but the 1-consequences of 〈2〉 cannot be expressed in
terms of 〈0〉 alone. Thus, Proposition 3 expresses a speciAc kind of deAnitional com-
pleteness of MT . It can also be viewed as a reduction of 〈n + 1〉T’ to formulas
of lower arithmetical complexity, therefore we call this property of MT reduction
property.
We note that a proof of Theorem 2 in [3] can be obtained rather directly by cut-
elimination in predicate logic (a model-theoretic proof is also possible). Hence, Propo-
sition 3 is formalizable in EA+.
In the remaining part of the paper we present the details of how the notions involved
can be used to provide a proof-theoretic analysis of Peano arithmetic and its main
fragments.
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3. A provability-logical view of ”0
Here we read up an ordinal notation system from a graded provability algebra. This
is done by a partial normal form result, which will be suUcient for the purposes of
this paper. This section is completely within propositional logic.
Let S denote the set of all words in the alphabet N= {0; 1; : : :}, including the empty
word $. Sn will denote the set of words in the alphabet {n; n+1; : : :}. To each element
%= n1n2 : : : nk of S we associate its modal interpretation, that is, the variable-free
modal formula
〈n1〉〈n2〉 · · · 〈nk〉 (1)
and its arithmetical interpretation %∗T in LT , whenever an elementary presented exten-
sion T of EA is Axed. We do not distinguish between the word % and formula (1).
We also let $==$∗T .
Below we use  to denote provability in GLP. We write %∼ & if %↔ &. %= &
means graphical identity.
For each n there is an ordering ¡n on S deAned by
% ¡n & ⇔  & → 〈n〉%:
It is immediately seen that ¡n is transitive and irre5exive. We shall later see that it is
well founded of depth 0. We shall also mainly consider the restriction of the ordering
¡n on Sn, where it can be shown to coincide with ¡0.
A useful characteristic of a word %∈ S is its width w(%), that is, the number of
diMerent letters occurring in it. We shall often deAne functions on words by induction
on width.
Some of the elements of S are pairwise equivalent, so we Arst deAne a subset NF ⊂ S
of normal forms. These are (as we shall see later) isomorphic to Cantor normal forms
of ordinals ¡0.
• $ and any word of width 1 belongs to NF .
• Assume w(%)¿1 and let n be the smallest letter in %. Then graphically %= %1n · · ·
n%k , where all %i do not contain n and hence w(%i)¡w(%) for 16i6k. Then %∈NF
iM all %i ∈NF and, for all 16i¡k, %i+1n+1%i. (Note that %i ∈ Sn+1.)
The following simple lemma will be often used.
Lemma 4. (i) If m¡n, then  〈n〉’∧ 〈m〉 ↔〈n〉(’∧ 〈m〉 );
(ii) If %∈ Sn+1, then  %∧ n&↔ %n&.
Proof. Statement (i) is obvious from the axioms of GLP. Statement (ii) follows by
repeated application of (i).
Lemma 5. Let %= %1n%2n · · · n%k , where all %i ∈ Sn+1. If %1 ¿n+1 %2, then
%∼ %1n%3n · · · n%k :
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Proof. Let &= %3n · · · n%k . Since %1; %2 ∈ Sn+1,
 % = %1n%2n&↔ %1 ∧ n%2n&
↔ %1 ∧ 〈n〉(%2 ∧ n&):
In our logic we also have
 〈n+ 1〉%2 ∧ n&→〈n+ 1〉(%2 ∧ n&)
→〈n〉(%2 ∧ n&):
Hence, if  %1→〈n+ 1〉%2, then
 %1n&↔ %1 ∧ n&
↔ %1 ∧ 〈n〉(%2 ∧ n&):
Corollary 6. Every word %∈ S can be brought into an equivalent normal form, that
is, there is an %′ ∈NF such that %′∼ %.
Also, note that the length of %′ obtained by the repeated application of the previous
lemma does not exceed the length of %.
Lemma 7. Any two normal forms %; &∈ Sn are ¡n-comparable, that is,
%¡n& or &¡n% or &= %: (∗)
Proof. We reason by induction on the joint width of % and & and w.l.o.g. assume
n=0. For unary words the claim is obvious, so we consider the case that w(%&)¿1.
As before, % and & can be written in the form
% = %k0%k−10 · · · 0%1; & = &m0&m−10 · · · 0&1;
where all %i and &j do not contain 0. By the induction hypothesis we obtain
%1¡1&1 or &1¡1%1 or &1 = %1:
Claim. If %1¡1&1, then %¡0&. Symmetrically, if %1¿1&1, then %¿0&.
We only prove the Arst part. Let X%i = %i0 · · · 0%1. We prove by induction on i that
X%i¡1&1, for all i6k. It is obvious that &160& and ¡1 is stronger than ¡0, so the
Claim will follow.
Note that  %i+10 X%i↔ (%i+1 ∧ 0 X%i). On the other hand, &1¿1%i+1 by transitivity of
¡1 and because %∈NF . By the induction hypothesis we have &1¿1 X%i, hence
 &1→〈1〉%i+1 ∧ 〈0〉 X%i
→〈1〉(%i+1 ∧ 0 X%i)
→〈1〉%i+10 X%i;
which proves the induction step.
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Continuing the proof of Lemma 7 from the Claim we can conclude that the dis-
junction (∗) can only be false if %1 = &1. In this case we have to compare %2 and
&2 using the induction hypothesis again. Assume w.l.o.g. that %2¡1&2. Then we have
%20%1¡1&20&1, because
 &2 ∧ 0%1 → 〈1〉(%2 ∧ 0%1):
Following the proof of the Claim we then obtain X%i¡1&20&160&, for all i¿1. It
follows that in this case %¡0&. Using the symmetry, the only remaining case is that
both %1 = &1 and %2 = &2, and the reasoning can be continued. If % = &, at the end we
come to the situation when one of the two words, say %, is a proper end segment of
the other. Then obviously &¿0%.
Note that the above proof provides an eMective comparison algorithm for words in
NF . Hence, we can also eMectively check whether a given word belongs to NF .
Since ¡0 is irre5exive we obtain
Corollary 8. The normal form of a given word is graphically unique.
Corollary 9. Any words %; &∈ Sn satisfy the trichotomy:
%¡n& or &¡n% or & ∼ %:
This follows from the fact that the orderings ¡n respect the logical equivalence
relation ∼. Thus, we also obtain.
Corollary 10. For any %; &∈ Sn, either  n%→ n& or  n&→ n% and this can be e;ec-
tively decided.
Lemma 11. For all %; &∈ Sn there is an (e;ectively constructible) .∈ Sn such that
 .↔ (%∧ &).
Proof. We reason by induction on the width of %&. We can write % and & in the form
%= %1n%′ and &= &1n&′ with %1; &1 ∈ Sn+1. We then have
 % ∧ & ↔ %1 ∧ n%′ ∧ &1 ∧ n&′:
From the previous corollary we know that either  n%′→ n&′ or  n&′→ n%′. As-
sume n%′ is stronger. By the induction hypothesis we can And a .1 ∈ Sn+1 such that
 .1↔ (%1 ∧ &1), therefore
 % ∧ &↔ %1 ∧ &1 ∧ n%′
↔ .1 ∧ n%′
↔ .1n%′;
which has the required form.
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Now we are going to establish the correspondence between notations and ordinals.
For each n deAne a function on : Sn→ 0 by recursion on width and a subsidiary recur-
sion on min(%)− n, where min(%) denotes the minimal letter in %:
• If %= nn : : : n︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
, then on(%)= k (k ¿ 0).
• If %= %1n · · · n%k with all %i ∈ Sn+1 and not all of them empty, then on(%)=!on+1(%k )+
· · ·+ !on+1(%1).
Note that on+1(%i) is deAned, because w(%i)¡w(%) in case k¿1. If k =1, then
%1 = % =$, hence min(%1)− (n+ 1)¡min(%)− n.
We also let o(%)= o0(%). Examples: o(101)= o1(212)=!+!; o(2101)=!+!o1(21)
=!+ !!
o2($)+o2(2) =!+ !!
0+1
=!!.
DeAne x ↑ % to be the result of replacing in % every letter n by x + n, where x∈N.
It is easy to see that o(%)= on(n ↑ %), for all n.
The following properties are straightforward from what we already know.
Lemma 12. (i) ∀%; &∈ Sn(%¡n&⇒ on(%)¡on(&));
(ii) ∀%∈ Sn ∀z¡on(%) ∃&¡n% on(&)= z;
(iii) on : Sn→ 0 is surjective.
Proof. Note that the algorithm of bringing a word %∈ Sn into a normal form preserves
the ordinal on(%). By induction on width it is then easy to see that for %; &∈NF
the (term for the) ordinal on(%) is represented in Cantor normal form. The rules of
comparison of % with & are the same as those for Cantor normal forms, which yields
claim (i).
It is also clear that for any ordinal z in Cantor normal form we can And an
%∈ Sn ∩NF such that on(%)= z. This yields claims (ii) and (iii).
Thus, we can consider the set of normal forms as a 1–1 ordinal notation system for
0. Properties (i) and (ii) together mean that on is a p-morphism from the structure
(Sn;¡n) to 0.
4. A consistency proof for PA
The reduction property allows to assign fundamental sequences to our ordinal nota-
tions. For %∈NF and any k¡! we deAne an element %[k]∈NF as follows:
• If %=0& then %[k] = &.
• If %= 〈n+ 1〉& then %[k] is the (uniquely deAned) .∈NF such that .∼Qnk (&).
Note that such a . exists by Lemma 11, because Qnk (&) are built up from & only
using 〈n〉 and ∧. The reduction property now reads
{%} ≡n {%[k] : k ¡ !} (∗∗)
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if %= 〈n+ 1〉&. Recall that this property holds in any graded provability algebra MT ,
where T is sound and n+2-axiomatizable. Let Lim denote the set of all elements of
the form 〈n+ 1〉& ∈ NF .
Lemma 13. If % ∈ Lim then:
(i) %[k]¡0%;
(ii) m¡k→ %[m]¡0%[k];
(iii) ∀’¡0% ∃k ’¡0%[k].
Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) follow at once from the deAnition of the formulas Qnk (&).
To prove Part (iii) consider the graded provability algebra MT for any T satisfying
the conditions of Proposition 3. If  %→♦’, then MT |= %∗T6♦T’∗T . Since ♦T’∗T is a
1-formula and MT |= {%∗T}≡0 {%[k]∗T : k¡!} we conclude that MT |= %[k]∗T6♦T’∗T ,
for some k. Therefore we have ’¡0%[k], as required. Notice that we not only proved
Statement (iii) for ’∈ S, but also for arbitrary elements ’ ∈MT .
A good way of depicting the ordering ¡0 is by means of a reduction tree: starting
with a word %∈ S we generate its immediate successors %[k], for all k. Thus, nonempty
% has one successor & if %=0&, and ! successors, otherwise. Empty words are the
leaves of the tree. Since ¡0 is well founded, every branch of the tree terminates. It is
also clear that the height of the tree generated by % is precisely o(%): use Corollary 9
for the successor case and Part (iii) of Lemma 13 for the limit case.
As a corollary of the reduction property we also obtain
Lemma 14. Let T be a 2-axiomatized extension of EA. Then
EA+  ∀% ∈ Lim(♦T %∗T ↔ ∀k♦T %[k]∗T ):
Proof. This follows from (∗∗) and (ii) of Lemma 13, both formalizable in EA+.
Now we are ready to present a version of Gentzen’s result on the consistency strength
of Peano arithmetic. Let [T; IR(1; NF)] denote the theory
T + {∀% ∈ NF’(%): T  ∀% ∈ NF (∀&¡0% ’(&)→ ’(%)); ’ ∈ 1}:
The following theorem shows that Con(PA) can be proved over EA+ by a single
application of 1 transAnite induction rule up to 0. (The latter can also be easily
reduced to an application of the induction rule for a 0-formula.)
Theorem 1. [EA+; IR(1; NF)]Con(PA).
Proof. Work in MEA, all the modal operators will refer to this particular algebra. First
of all, recall that PA is embeddable intoMEA as a Alter generated by {〈n〉EA: n¡!}.
Moreover, this fact is formalizable in EA, so we obtain
EA  ∀% ∈ NF♦EA%∗→∀n♦EA〈n〉EA
↔ Con(PA):
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We are going to prove ∀%∈NF♦EA%∗ by transAnite induction. We claim
EA+  ∀% ∈ NF(∀&¡0%♦EA&∗ → ♦EA%∗):
Assume ∀&¡0%♦EA&∗.
The claim is trivial for %=$, because EA+ ♦EA.
If %=0&, then ♦EA&∗, hence ♦EA♦EA&∗ using 	1-re5ection for EA in EA+.
If %= 〈n + 1〉&, then ∀k♦EA% <k=∗, because % <k=¡0%. From ∀k♦EA% <k=∗ by Lemma
14 we infer ♦EA%∗.
So,
[EA+; IR(1; NF)]  ∀% ∈ NF♦EA%∗
 Con(PA):
This completes the consistency proof for PA.
5. Some additional results on trans0nite induction
To demonstrate working in graded provability algebras we derive some additional
results on transAnite induction rules.
First, we prove that, in a sense, a converse to Theorem 1 holds: Con(PA) is the
strongest formula derivable by one application of 1 transAnite induction rule up to
0 from EA
+. A slightly more general statement is as follows.
Theorem 2. If T is a :nite extension of EA, then T + Con(T + PA) contains
[T; IR(1; NF)].
Proof. Assume that ’∈1 and
T  ∀% ∈ NF(∀&¡0% ’(&)→ ’(%)):
We are going to show that T + Con(T + PA)∀% ∈ NF’(%).
It is well known that the consistency of a theory is equivalent to 1-re5ection for
the same theory. Applying this to T + %∗T we obtain
EA  ♦T %∗T → ∀&( T (%∗T → ’(&˙))→ ’(&)):
Thus, we infer
T  ∀&¡0% T (♦T&∗T → ’(&˙))→ (♦T %∗T → ∀&¡0% T (%∗T → ’(&˙)))
→ (♦T %∗T → ∀&¡0% ’(&))
→ (♦T %∗T → ’(%)):
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Applying now LQob’s theorem (in the form of re5exive induction) in T we obtain
T  ∀% ∈ NF(♦T %∗T → ’(%));
which implies
T + ∀% ∈ NF♦T %∗T  ∀% ∈ NF’(%):
Now we need the following.
Lemma 15. For all %∈ S, T + PA %∗T .
Proof. Induction on the length of %. If %= n& and m exceeds all letters in % and the
arithmetical complexity of the single axiom 3 of T , then
EA  (3 ∧ &∗T ) ∧ 〈m〉EA→ 〈m〉EA(3 ∧ &∗T ) by 	m+1-completeness
→〈n〉EA(3 ∧ &∗T )
↔〈n〉T&∗T :
Since PA 〈m〉EA, the induction hypothesis implies
PA  &∗T ∧ 〈m〉EA;
so T + PA 〈n〉T&∗T , which yields the induction step.
From a formalization of the above lemma (in EA) we conclude that the formula
∀%∈NF♦T %∗T follows from Con(T + PA). Therefore, we have
T + Con(T + PA)  ∀% ∈ NF’(%)
as required.
Corollary 16. [T; IR(1; NF)] ≡ T + Con(PA); if EA+⊆T ⊆PA.
The results also extend to iterated applications of the rule, so we obtain the following
statement.
Theorem 3. Assume EA+⊆U ⊆PA. The closure of U under IR(1; NF) is equi-
valent to
U + Con(PA) + Con(PA+ Con(PA)) + · · · :
Proof. This can be proved by induction on the number of iterated applications of the
rule. Basis of induction is the content of the previous theorem. To treat the induction
step let Uk denote [: : : [U; IR(1; NF)]; : : : ; IR(1; NF)] (k times). By the induction
hypothesis Uk ≡U + , where  denotes k times iterated consistency assertion for PA.
We only need to prove that
[Uk; IR(1; NF)] ≡ Uk + Con(PA+ ):
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Taking T =EA +  for the base theory we work in the graded provability algebra
of T . Observe that, by Lemma 15, in MT the sets of elements {〈n〉T: n¡!} and
PA generate the same Alter. In other words,
T + PA ≡ T + {〈n〉T: n¡!}: (∗ ∗ ∗)
Formalizing (∗ ∗ ∗) in EA, as before we obtain that Con(T + PA) is equivalent to
∀%∈NF♦T %∗T . Since T is 2-axiomatized, Lemma 14 holds in MT . Besides, U + 
contains 	1-re5ection for T , because EA
+⊆U and ∈1. Therefore, as in the proof
of Theorem 1, ∀%∈NF♦T %∗T follows by one application of the transAnite induction
rule over U .
The converse inclusion follows from Theorem 2 and the fact that Con(PA + ) is
equivalent to Con(PA+ Uk), because we assume that U ⊆PA.
Let NFn =NF ∩ Sn. Replacing consistency by n-consistency and the ordering (NF;¡0)
by the isomorphic ordering (NFn;¡n) in the above theorems yields the following
generalization.
Theorem 4. [I	n; IR(n+1; NF)]≡ I	n + n-Con(PA).
Remark 17. Note that EA+ is replaced by I	n here, because we need uniform 	n+1-
re5ection to carry through the induction step in the proof of Theorem 1. This is not
optimal in that it is possible to derive n-Con(PA) under weaker assumptions. A sharper
analysis of the induction rule can be given using iterated re5ection principles as pre-
sented in the next section. However, we do not want to go into any more details in
this paper.
We also obtain similar analysis of the fragments I	n+k of PA. Let !m denote {% ∈
NF : %¡0m} ordered by ¡0. (Here m is the one-letter word in NF .)
Theorem 5. [I	n; IR(n+1; !k+1)] ≡ I	n + n-Con(I	n+k).
The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 4, once we realize that, Arstly,
the element n + k + 1∈NFn corresponds to I	n+k ≡EA + 〈n + k + 1〉EA. Secondly,
the restriction of ¡n to {%∈NFn: %¡nn+ k + 1} is isomorphic to (!k+1;¡0).
As a corollary we infer Gentzen’s proof in PA of transAnite induction up to any
ordinal below 0.
Corollary 18. For any m, PA proves full trans:nite induction schema for the initial
segment of NF up to !m+1.
Proof. Let ’∈n be an induction formula. The formula
 (%) := ∀. ∈ !m+1(∀&¡0. ’(&)→ ’(.))→ ’(%)
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has complexity n+1. We also have
EA  ∀% ∈ !m+1(∀&¡0%  (&)→  (%))
and applying the induction rule to  (%) yields the instance of the induction schema
for ’. Yet, from the previous theorem we know that
[I	n; IR(n+1; !m+1)] ⊆ I	n + n-Con(I	n+m) ⊆ PA:
Therefore, the instance of transAnite induction schema for ’ is also provable
in PA.
6. Trans0nitely iterated consistency assertions
Here we establish the connection of our method with the results in [3], which allows
for a reAned ordinal analysis of theories in all complexities 0n.
To the partial ordering (Sn;¡n) and any elementary presented initial theory T we can
naturally associate the progression of iterated re>ection principles Tn% , %∈ Sn, deAned
by the following equivalence (inside EA):
Tn% ≡ T + {n-Con(Tn& ) : &¡n%; %; & ∈ Sn}:
It is known that the theories Tn% are uniquely deAned up to EA-provable equivalence
[3]. (Note, however, that unlike in [3] the theories Tn% now use diMerent orderings
for diMerent n and orderings ¡n are partial, but this is only a matter of technical
convenience.) We also let T% denote T 0% .
The following main relationship is obtained almost for free.
Theorem 6. Suppose T is an elementary presented n+1-axiomatizable extension of
EA+. Provably in EA+,
∀% ∈ Sn; T + %∗T ≡n T n% :
Proof. We use re5exive induction on % in T , that is, we prove
EA+  ∀&¡n% EA+(T + &∗T ≡n T n& )→ T + %∗T ≡n T n% :
The claim then follows by LQob’s theorem in EA+. We prove the equivalence T+%∗T ≡n
T n% by presenting an informal argument in EA
+.
For the inclusion (⊇) note that by the deAnition of ¡n, if &¡n% then T  %∗T →
〈n〉T&∗T . By the re5exive induction hypothesis we have
EA+  〈n〉T&∗T → n-Con(Tn& ):
It follows that for all &¡n%,
T  %∗T → n-Con(Tn& );
hence T + %∗T  Tn% .
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For the inclusion (⊆n) we reason as follows. Assume T + %∗   with ∈n. If
%= n&, then we have T+〈n〉T&∗T  , which implies T+n-Con(Tn& )  by the induction
hypothesis. Since obviously &¡n% we conclude Tn%  .
If %= 〈m+ 1〉& with m¿n, then we have
{〈m+ 1〉T&∗T} ≡m {Qmk (&∗T ): k¡!}
by reduction property. As before, we can eMectively And equivalent words Qmk (&)∼ .k
∈ Sm. Thus, by reduction property T + (.k)∗T  , for some k. Since obviously .k¡n%,
this implies Tn.k   by the induction hypothesis.
Note that the previous theorem does not depend on the property of the ordinal
notation system being actually well founded.
Now we are going from nonlinear orderings ¡n to linear ones. Let oˆ(%) denote the
normal form of a word %∈ S. Note that oˆ is a p-morphism of Sn onto Sn ∩NF . The
following lemma shows that progressions of iterated re5ection principles connected by
a p-morphism are equivalent.
Assume we are given two elementary orderings (D1;¡1) and (D2;¡2). Assume
further that h :D1→D2 is an EA-provable p-morphism, that is, properties (i) and (ii)
of Lemma 12 for h hold provably in EA. Then we have
Lemma 19. Provably in EA,
∀% ∈ D1; T n% ≡ Tnh(%):
Here the progression on the left-hand side is deAned for the ordering (D1;¡1), and
the one on the right-hand side for (D2;¡2).
Proof. Both inclusions are straightforward by re5exive induction in EA using (i)
and (ii).
As a corollary we obtain that Tn% is equivalent to a linear progression of order type 0
deAned just on the set of normal words (or, equivalently, on the set of Cantor normal
forms of ordinals).
As a direct corollary of Theorem 6 we obtain 0n+1 proof-theoretic analysis of PA
in the sense of [3]. Note that this simpliAes the treatment in [3].
Theorem 7. PA≡n
⋃
%∈NF (EA
+)n%.
For n=1 together with Corollary 3.3 of [3] this yields a characterization of provably
total recursive functions of PA. Let F% denote the %th class of the Kleene hierarchy,
that is, the set of functions c-reducible to %-times iterated jump of 0 (see [3] for an
alternative deAnition). These classes are correctly deAned, once an elementary ordinal
notation system is Axed.
Corollary 20. F(PA)=
⋃
%∈NF F%.
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7. Discussion
We have obtained a proof-theoretic analysis of Peano arithmetic. What has been
achieved by using the language of provability algebras? What does it tell us about the
problem of canonical ordinal notation systems?
First of all, we have seen that the structure of graded provability algebra for EA
already bears the structure of 0. That is, the standard ordinal notation system (not just
the ordinal itself) has been extracted from this algebra in a satisfyingly canonical way.
Secondly, our analysis of PA was based on the identiAcation of PA with a speciAc Alter
on that algebra. This embedding is canonical by the general correspondence theories—
:lters between proof-theoretic and algebraic frameworks. The remaining question is:
was our choice of this particular algebra canonical?
Basically, we have made the following choices: base theory (EA), its provability
predicate, stratiAcation, n-provability predicates. The choice of base theory and its
provability predicate is not really important. We can consider them Axed once and for
all. The more important choice of the stratiAcation was more or less dictated by the
arithmetical language with its natural quantiAer complexity levels. Also, note that our
interpretation of operators 〈n〉 happens to be the weakest possible for which the axioms
of GLP hold.
What if we work in a more expressive language, say, in that of set-theory? Then
we also have an obvious stratiAcation by quantiAer complexity (LTevy hierarchy). The
axioms of GLP hold, the characteristic is, therefore, equal to 0. However, for this
stratiAcation we do not have the crucial reduction property (see Section 2.7). Alterna-
tively, the arithmetical complexity levels are expressible in the set-theoretic language
and the usual stratiAcation as well exists, but then ZF (and actually already much
weaker systems) considered as a Alter will not be generated by expressible elements.
Thus, in both cases the structure is expressively too poor.
This suggests that the minimal graded provability algebra considered in this paper
should be extended by additional operations corresponding to yet stronger provability
concepts. A natural source of such concepts, in agreement with the current trends in
proof theory, are the set-theoretical re5ection principles. We plan to introduce relevant
algebraic structures in a subsequent paper.
Of course, at this stage it would be premature to estimate the potential usefulness of
our approach for the important open problems of ordinal analysis of strong systems,
such as full second-order arithmetic or ZF . Yet, we believe that it helps to clarify the
more general question, where the canonical ordinal notation systems come from and in
what terms proof-theoretic ordinals of a formal system could or should be speciAed.
It is also worth noting that in the area of provability logic this approach draws
attention away from completeness results Za la Solovay towards the development of
letterless fragments and normal form results for polymodal provability logics. A goal
here would be to And appropriate generalization(s) of the notion of graded provability
algebra and to develop a deAnability theory for it that could serve as an abstract
framework for ordinal analysis. Within this framework it would be also be interesting
to And a general argument explaining why prime subalgebras have to be well-founded.
Recall that LQob’s axiom actually means well foundedness in Kripke frames.
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